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Kick-boxing isn’t the obvious hobby for

a busy 48-year-old, but dry stone waller

Richard Clegg is anything but obvious,

writes Paul Mackenzie

Heart of stone
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Richard Clegg Above: A garden pond and quiet spring in a lovely garden at Emley
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R
ichard Clegg’s working life has come
full circle, but at last he’s found his
true vocation. Having dropped out of
art school he found work on a farm
where he learned the basics of dry

stone walling but then took a number of other jobs
before he was given some words of wisdom which
changed the course of his life.

‘I studied art at Huddersfield Polytechnic but I
dropped out and went to work on a farm. I bought
a motorbike and had a fantastically misspent youth
but then I realised I needed to get a proper job,’ he
said. ‘I worked for a couple of ceramics painting
companies and one of my old managers once said
to me “If you’ve not got where you want to be by
the time you’re 50, you’ve blown it”.

‘I don’t know if that’s right or not but it made
me think and I know that I am now doing with my
life what I want to be doing. It’s a job which,
hopefully, makes people happy. It’s about giving my
clients a nice environment, somewhere they can get
away from the stresses of life.’

For the last 16 years he has been a full-time dry
stone waller, having worked for a few years making
and decorating his own tiles. ‘I found the ceramics
companies oppressive to my spirit and decided to
set myself up with a kiln and start making and
decorating tiles. I did that for a number of years
but I had six children and needed to increase my
income and decided on dry stone walling.
Eventually it made more sense for me to do that
full-time.

‘I’m aware that we only get one life and I want to
try to make it as meaningful to myself and others
as I can. For me this is more of a life choice than a
way of making myself rich but it’s working out very
well. I’d like to think that with my background I
bring some artistry to dry stone walling. I like to
think I bring my own special flair to my work.

‘I am self-taught but I think I have a natural
aptitude. I hope my walls are of an equal standard
to the best dry stone walls. Although I’m self-
taught I am treading a very well worn and
traditional path but although you are limited
slightly by the traditional nature of the medium I
think I have found a happy middle ground between
contemporary and traditional.’

A rustic country cottage garden with sculptures and a cat

Traditional style
stream side walling
at Thunder Bridge
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something we could all do together,’ he said.
‘It was an opportunity to get together, to be

healthy and to have a bit of fun. Now, though,
they’ve moved on to other things and I’m the only
one still doing it.’

He’s still a regular at the Colne Valley Black Belt
Association gym in Huddersfield where he is
preparing for his first fight.

‘I’m due in the ring this month against a chap
from Holmfirth. I’m 48 so if I got a battering it
would probably serve me right but I’ll still come
out laughing. You only live once, you’ve got to
make it fun.’

At times, though, his work takes dry stone walls
as far from the traditional field boundaries as it is
possible to go. He was part of a gold medal
winning team at Chelsea Flower Show and has
designed intricate walls with curves, York stone
tops, and waterfalls for gardens belonging to,
among others, boxing promoter Frank Warren and
Barnsley-born novelist Joanne Harris.

And there’s nothing traditional about the hobby
the 48-year-old pursues when he’s not working
with stone, or continuing the painting and
drawing he never lost a love for. ‘I started kick-
boxing with my three older children because it was

A dry stone waterfall in a beautiful garden at Thunder Bridge


